de animales mayores a los 2.5m (31%). La diferencia entre los tres sitios así como los efectos en la
conservación de la especie en Jalisco es discutida.
Palabras clave: Crocodylus acutus, tamaño de la población, estructura por talla, nidos, uso de hábitat,
Jalisco, México.
INTRODUCTION
The American crocodile and its habitat in the coast of Jalisco are impacted by the tourist industry and
the growing human population. Similar factors have extirpated or diminished C. acutus in most of its
range. Because of the wide distribution of the American crocodile, population research and protection of
this species are difficult.
Interest in conserving the American crocodile began a number of years ago (Kushlan, 1982;
Thorbjarnarson, 1989; Sasa y Cháves, 1992). In Mexico, by 1970, the government decreed this species
protected and began the research to describe the status and distribution of the species in some localities
(Casas y Guzmán, 1970; Casas et al., 1990; Méndez y Casas, 1992; Huerta y Ponce, 1997). In Jalisco,
most of the population dynamic research had been done in the Biosphere Reserve “Chamela-Cixmala”
(Lazcano-Barrero, 1989; Thorbjarnarson, J. 1998).
Currently, C. acutus is cataloged as rare species in the “Norma Oficial Mexicana” (NOM-059ECOL1994); the Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants (ETWP, 1993) registered it as endangered;
in CITES (1992) C. acutus is placed in the appendix I and the Red Check List of the IUCN (1996) as
cited by Ross et al. (1998) and is reported as vulnerable.
This paper present preliminary results about the population dynamic research in three localities with
different conditions, and distributed along of the coastal line of the State of Jalisco. The goal of this
project is to know more about the behavior of these populations, to provide a basis for its conservation.
One of the most important points in the conservation of those localities is the management and
sustainable use of the species as economic alternative for local communities. These studies are creating
a picture of the structure of the crocodile population occupying each site and their responses to variables
such as season, water level, and level of human disturbance. These studies also provide the major
vehicle for our interactions with local human residents and our attempts to recruit their help for
crocodile conservation.
STUDY AREA AND METHODS
The study area is located on the coast of Jalisco
between 19o 13’ 05’’ and 20o 43’ 33’’ north latitude and
between 104o 39’ 03’’ and 105o 40’ 11’’ west longitude.
From the suite of localities identified for crocodiles
(Ponce and Huerta, 1997), three representative estuaries
were chosen for intensive study: 1) Boca Negra in the
municipality of Puerto Vallarta, 2) Majahuas in Tomatlán,
3) and La Manzanilla in La Huerta. These localities
represent different situations and components of the
threats faced by crocodiles.

Figure 1. Map of Jalisco State where study
localities are indicated.

Boca Negra is a small pond (25 ha) of the larger marsh
complex of the Rio Ameca at Puerto Vallarta. The delta
covers about 20 sq. km but development, agriculture, an
airport, a marine harbor complex and condominiums
heavily impact most of this. A central saline mangrove
estuary, called El Salado, though impacted for the
activities mentioned before, remains in natural condition
and is the site of proposed conservation protection
promoted by a local conservation society, Grupo
Ecologico de Puerto Vallarta. Boca Negra is a short
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(850m) channel of El Salado.
Majahuas estuary (388 ha approximately) is part of the delta of the Rio Tomatlán. About 10 km of
narrow mangrove creeks and lagoons lie parallel to the beach dunes. The survey area is about 190 ha.
Crocodiles of all sizes are present but extremely shy, apparently as a result of recent illegal hunting.
Most of this is impacted by agriculture and livestock.
La Manzanilla estuary (153 ha) in the south of Jalisco is a brackish estuary of about 2.2 km that
flows to the sea at the small village of Manzanilla, local fishermen attempt to protect the crocodiles,
erecting signs and fencing to keep crocodiles and people apart and prohibiting the use of motors on the
estuary. Their hope is to develop a small industry based on displaying crocodiles and other wildlife to
tourists.
We scheduled trips to the three different localities along the coast of Jalisco (Puerto Vallarta,
Majahuas and La Manzanilla). These areas were chosen because of the presence of a representative
crocodile population (Ponce et al., 1996), and its priority in the “Plan de Conservación para Jalisco”
(Ponce y Huerta, 1997). During each trip, night spotlight counts (King et al., 1994) were used to
estimate the population size. These counts were made four times a year when possible for a total of 10
times. Size of animals sighted were estimated to the nearest half m and classified as: eyes-only (EO), <
0.60 m, 0.6-1.5, 1.5-2.5, >2.5 m, the location of each sighting was recorded (King et. al. 1994).
Crocodilew were captured by hand, and tongs for smaller animals, and by noosing, indirect techniques
such as Alligator Trip Snare modified from Wilkinson (1994) and other techniques by Webb et
al.(1987) and Pérez-Higareda (1991ab) for larger individuals. Crocodiles were sexed by the palpation
technique suggested by Chabreck (1963) was used. The captured crocodiles were marked by clipping
tail scales as suggested by Ross (com. personal) and with cattle or goat tags in the tail scales, which also
were used for a parallel physiology and genetic studies on these crocodile populations. Nests were
located by foot and boat trips of suitable nesting areas. Survey and size class data were analyzed using
standard methods expressing crocodile densities per ha.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Population size
Since it was not always possible to survey all three sights, we used an index of abundance to
calculate density to compare the 3 estuaries. According to the calibration method used by King et al
(1990) and Thorbjarnarson et al (2000) we calculate a total population for Boca Negra estuary of 92
organisms (no hatchlings) (3.20 crocs/ha). In Majahuas estuary we calculate a population of 49
individuals (0.26 croc/ha) and in La Manzanilla we calculate a population of 314 organisms (2.05
crocs/ha).
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Figure 1. Comparison of the animal sighted during the surveys per hectare in each water body.
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The smallest location, Boca Negra, had the highest density, while Majahuas, the biggest, had the
lowest density, despite there are not a human population there, or a lot of pressure by fishermen and illegal
hunting. On the other hand, Boca Negra is the release location for problem crocodiles of Puerto Vallarta
and Bahía de Banderas. The town of La Manzanilla is located next to the estuary. Their community takes
care of the estuary and it’s crocodiles for a long time. Farming and livestock occur in the vicinity of the
mangrove portion of the estuary.
Size Structure
Boca Negra estuary is represented by all size categories; the most dominant size category is
hatchlings (>60) with 54.66% and juveniles (0.60-1.5) 28.8%. In Majahuas the most dominant size
category is juveniles (48.8%) and in La Manzanilla is a population principally composed of juveniles
(0.60-1.5) with 36.5% and adults (>2.5) with 22.5%. Thorbjarnarson (1988) found in Haiti that 15.7 %
of the population is composed by adults. He report the lower proportion composed by sub adults,
caused by shy behavior or the occupation of marginal habitats. That is true for the La Manzanilla
estuary, since during one night survey in dry season we found in a shallow pond (0.6m deep), a great
number of animals between 1 and 1.5 m. The presence of juveniles, principally, in Majahuas estuary,
could be the result of the human pressure; they could be in areas far away from the human contact.

Figure 2. Number of crocodiles sighted during surveys in Boca Negra Estuary from
September 1999 to July 2002

Figure 3. Number of crocodile sighted during surveys in Majahuas Estuary from June
2000 to July 2002.
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Figure 4. Number of crocodile sighted during surveys in La Manzanilla Estuary from September
1999 to July 2002.
We report for Boca Negra the same pattern as registered by Sasa and Chávez (1992) in Costa Rica,
where juveniles are the most abundant, followed by adults and a low proportion of sub adults.
Boca Negra has a population of approximately 12 adults, while in Majahuas has only two individuals
of approximately 2.5 m. It was very difficult to adults at Mahahuas because of illegal hunting. In La
Manzanilla we calculated a population of 29 adult individuals, although, during reproductive project we
captured a total of 49 crocodiles above 2 m.
Nests
Nesting activities are on late April and early May, as reported by Casas and Guzmán (1970) and
Valtierra (2000). Nesting areas are diminishing day by day. In Boca Negra we found the nests on a
sandy area. Two of them are in areas with human activities and the other four are protected by the
boundaries of the airport. In Majahuas nesting areas were very dispersed. All of the nests are in sandy
areas, surrounded by vegetation. In La Manzanilla estuary, one important nesting area disappeared
because the construction of a concrete walkway for tourists along the sand barrier between the ocean
and the estuary. This estuary has two types of nesting areas, the first one is a sandy beach and the other
is on crop and livestock land next to the estuary. This place is formed by hills of hard clay soil. Four
nests were located nests in that area.
In Boca Negra we found 6 nests this year, in Majahuas 2 nests and in la Manzanilla we discovered at
least 10 nests.
Habitat Use
As mentioned by Kushlan and Mazzotti (1986) the 3 estuaries are coastal lagoons of mangrove and
are suitable protected areas for crocodiles. They are composed of brackish water with a mean salinity of
2.7 ‰ (range 0-5.5, n=19), in Boca Negra the mean was 5.01 ‰ (range 0-17, n=12) and in La
Manzanilla it was 12.2 ‰ (range 1-26.5, n=21). La Manzanilla presents the highest level of salinity but
the mean was in the range of 14 ‰ reported by Kushlan and Mazzotti (1986). The three estuaries also
contain microhabitats suitable for this species composed by shallow and deep water and suitable areas
for basking and nesting (Thorbjarnarson, 1989). Although nesting sites are being lost.
In Boca Negra the dominant vegetation is the white mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa). We found
the adults in the principal pond, while the juveniles and sub adults prefer to hide in the small creeks
where they found protection.
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In Majahuas, we found principally two types of vegetation were seaside mahoe and white mangrove.
Mahoe is a shrub that grows in the water edge and is very leafy where crocodiles can hide.
In La Manzanilla the dominant vegetation was the white mangrove but the last pond is shallow and
was dominated by red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle). In this place, we found principally juveniles.
The adults prefer the main channel, which is the deepest area of the estuary. Some sub adults (more than
10) were seen in the area preferred by adults.
Conservation
The coast of Jalisco supports a dense and growing human population and is subject to rapid
modernization and coastal development pressure. It will not be possible to conserve crocodiles or any
other large fauna, solely by declaring protected areas. The majority of the coastal estate is in private
landholdings and coastal planning is weak and erratic. One major protected area, the ChamelaCuixmala Biosphere reserve, provides protection and management for crocodiles as well as six species
of felids and other charismatic mega fauna. However, over most of the coastline crocodiles will have to
co-exist with people and their activities. Ironically, some of the poorer human inhabitants feel as
endangered by current development as crocodiles and this provides a foundation for an unlikely but
effective alliance. Coastal fisheries resources in Mexico are under the jurisdiction of local fishery
cooperatives that are increasing displaced and alienated by development. Coastal building, increased
pollution and emphasis of employment in the service sector are challenging traditional lifestyles and
occupations. We initiated contact with fisheries cooperatives and their leaders in several localities
where crocodiles are present. Initially this was a practical matter- the old fishermen knew more about
crocodiles than we did (having been crocodile hunters in the past) and are a rich source of information.
To our surprise we found a considerable sentiment of concern and respect of fishermen for crocodiles.
We are now working directly with two fishing cooperative leaders to inform them of the intricacies of
crocodile lifestyles and the potential to obtain economic benefit from crocodiles. This will require the
protection of core habitat from disruption by development, which incidentally overlaps with
fishermen’s concerns about retaining access and benefit to estuarine fishing grounds.
The conservation of Boca Negra estuary is the most difficult, because of human pressure, This is
part of a central saline mangrove estuary called “El Salado” that remains in natural condition and is the
site of proposed conservation protection promoted by a local conservation society, Grupo Ecologico de
Puerto Vallarta.
The largest estuary, Majahuas has habitat, including nesting areas, suitable for crocodile population
growth. However, both illegal hunting and fishing nets are reducing the population. Our work is
sensitizing the community of fishermen about the importance of crocodiles and how they can get
economic benefits from them. Currently, tourist agencies from Puerto Vallarta take groups to visit the
estuary, but the problem there is that only the boat driver makes money ($50.00 pesos) and no one from
the community benefits.
In La Manzanilla estuary, the work is advanced because, as we said before, a group of this
community has boat rides into the mangrove. However, they need more tools to increase the benefits.
The rest of the community is not included as only a few individual benefit. We have begun an
environmental education project with some schoolteachers from the community as well as expatriate
(US) volunteers.
The first step in La Manzanilla and Majahuas estuary is the development of limited and low
impact ecotourism.
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Stranger in a Lost Paradise: Caiman crocodilus,
Puerto Rico’s Own Aliengator
Francisco Watlington
Professor of Geography
University of Puerto Rico
P.O. Box 23345
San Juan, P.R. 00931
ABSTRACT: In the early 1970’s Caiman crocodilus was successfully introduced in spring-fed Lake
Tortuguero, the geographic center of the northern limestone aquifer and wetland belt that supplies at
least a quarter of the island’s drinking water. This is also the principal metropolitan region, featuring
major conglomerates of pharmaceutical, electronic and allied chemical industries. Its water resources
have been diagnosed as critically contaminated by toxic wastes. The region boasts high incidences of
cancers, ontogenetic abnormalities and endocrine disorders.
The naturalized caiman has extended its range despite ongoing attempts at eradication by the
Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (DNER) which persists in invoking an anti-exotics
rationale contrived from bioxenophobic premises and dubious ecological theories.
This paper chronicles a collaborative academic and professional effort to promote an alternative
policy: scientific study and management of the local caiman as a ‘sentinel species’ for monitoring
insidious forms of water pollution, as has been pioneered in Florida.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
Puerto Rico has a lot in common with Florida in terms of environmental history. At the peak of the
last Ice Age, both had at least twice their present territory. During the past 16 thousand years rising sea
level inundated extensive platform savannas creating, then submerging, vast coastal wetlands until about
6 thousand years ago (Hallam, 1992). That epic wetland period lasting roughly 10 thousand years
provided ample habitat for crocodiles and other water-loving fauna, including capybaras (Hydrochaeris)
in Florida, and a coypu forerunner, the Puerto Rican “beaver”, Elasmodontomys (Hallam, 1994;
Watlington, 1998).
The rise and fall of the great wetlands coincided with the arrival of humans who surely prospered in
the times of abundance and attended, likely assisted, the reduction and extinction of some of the larger
swamp vertebrates such as the capybara in Florida and the Puerto Rican croc and beaver.
Modern Florida and Puerto Rico started out sharing the same first governor, Ponce de León, who
according to tradition, was driven by an obsession with the quality of drinking water. Scores of his
island compatriots are moving into central Florida, pursuing essentially the same illusion. Most know
little about Orlando’s Lake Apopka, although it may remind some of Puerto Rico’s Lake Tortuguero a
virtual geomorphological and ecological analogue (Veve and Taggart, 1996; Lugo, et al. 2001).
Both lakes are fed by limestone aquifers and surrounding surface runoff. Both lakes are on the
periphery of sprawling metropolitan regions. And both have substantial populations of resident
crocodilians. Apopka is home to the American alligator, Alligator mississippiensis (Ross and Garnett,
1990). Tortuguero is home to the naturalized spectacled caiman (Caiman crocodilus) introduced from
South America via the Florida pet trade (Thomas and Joglar, 1996).
Apopka and Tortuguero share another coincidence. Their waters are insidiously contaminated by
industrial chemicals and toxic wastes that have similar deleterious effects on wildlife and humans.
However, since Rachel Carson, it has been widely understood that long-lived top of the ecological
pyramid carnivores bioaccumulate and biomagnify pollutants present in hard to detect parts per million
in the sedimentary basement of the food chain (Carson, 1962). Consequently, alligators have emerged
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from Florida’s Lake Apopka as a model environmental sentinel species (Colborn, Dumanoski and
Myers, 1996).
Why just Florida? Why not globalize the model? A most persuasive reason for crocodilian
conservation would be their enlistment in programs to monitor water resource quality world-wide.
Particulary so where their habitats interface with dense human populations. Crocodilians can become
“keystone” species in humanized as well as vanishing “pristine” wetland environments (King, 1988;
Williams, 1990). Is there any good reason why the Tortuguero caiman, an ecological equivalent of the
Apopka alligator, should not be studied and managed as an environmental sentinel?
Unfortunately, in Puerto Rico the Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (DNER)
considers the naturalized caiman an undesirable alien, a dire threat to life and limb and the very survival
of a purportedly fragile insular ecosystem. Guilty until proven innocent summarizes the policy of the
DNER, which has remained unchanged for over two decades regardless of the fact that no ecological
studies of the Tortuguero caiman have ever been forthcoming that would either substantiate or dispel the
alleged menace (Ruesink et al., 1995; Colón-Negrón and Chabert-Llompart, 1998).
However, the environmental management imperative of having an effective biomonitor species was
recognized from very early on. Shortly after the DNER was established in response to aroused public
concern with surface and ground water pollution, a visiting consultant lamented the absence in local
wetlands of a long-lived top-of-the-food-chain carnivore which might serve as a biological sentinel
(Bonnefil, 1974). Even as he spoke, the yet to be discovered caimans were quietly proliferating in the
224 ha lake and adjoining 1,500 ha plus Cibuco-Ciénaga Prieta marshlands (Watlington, 1998).
Discovery of the caiman presence in the early 1980’s led the DNER into a theatrical 1985-86 media
assisted campaign to get rid of them, interrupted when the agency head and prime instigator was
abruptly sacked for his antics. There have been subsequent well-publicized razzia every so often during
the 1990s, staged primarily as a promotional stratagem.
What follows is a chronicle of latter-day portends of the future of Tortuguero’s caimans. In mid
1985, the crusading Secretary of the DNER urged hunters and restaurants to promote the consumption
of caiman meat. When a random test in the DNER lab revealed high concentrations of mercury, the
agency was forced to backtrack and issue a caveat. It was already feared but apparently never
confirmed, that high levels of lead might be a problem, since Tortuguero had been a National Guard
firing range for many years, not to mention the annual barrage laid down by droves of waterfowl
hunters.
In 1987 prominent Puerto Rican ecologist Ariel Lugo dared challenge the myth of island ecosystem
fragility (Lugo, 1987). Three years later Lugo took on the anti-exotics conservationists in a memorable
verbal shootout (Lugo, 1990, 1992, 1994; Watlington, 1995). To be sure, the heroic lone ranger seems
hopelessy outnumbered by the legion of taliban-minded invasion biologists such as Daniel Simberloff
whose metaphorical depiction of Florida as a paradise threatened by nonnative species (i.e. foreign
immigrants) is a travesty (Simberloff et al., 1997; but see Wilson and Porras, 1983; Butterfield,
Meshaka and Guyer, 1997). A fellow neo-conservationist begins his book with the following
disclaimer: “At first glance, invasion biology can look like some sort of xenophobia in disguise”
(Bright, 1998: 198).
The role of crocodilians as biomonitors of aquifer and surface waters materialized in the early 1990s.
Following the lead of Colborn and Clement’s ground breaking report: The Wildlife/Human Connection
(1992), University of Florida zoologist, Louis Guillette literally came to grips with the disappearing
alligators of Lake Apopka. By 1994 he had wrestled the terrible truth out of them. The shrinking
penises of Apopka gators were definitively linked to endocrine disrupting water-borne pollutants that
can have similar unthinkable effects on human machos (Guillette et al., 1994; Colborn et al., 1996)
Popular science media spread the shocking news (cf. Raloff, 1994; Luoma, 1995) and Guillette’s career
as distinguished researcher and lecturer blossomed.
Long before Guillete, toxicologists had developed a separate line of inquiry, into the
bioacummulation of mercury in alligators (Peters, 1983; Hord et al., 1990; Heaton-Jones et al., 1997).
Apparently gators are capable of putting away considerable amounts of mercury without obvious ill
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effects. In Puerto Rico similar studies have diffusely examined estuarine sediments and associated
lesser organisms, but have never been aimed at caimans (Burger et al., 1992; Dumas, 1999). Indeed,
there have been few if any ecological or toxicological surveys of the widely introduced Caiman
crocodilus in Cuba, Florida or Puerto Rico (Espinosa, 1998).
Surprisingly, one of the longest running clinical investigacions of endocrine disruptors in humans
has taken place in Puerto Rico, focusing on pesticides and pthalate plasticizers with well known
estrogenic and antiandrogenic properties (Colon et al., 2000). The island has the highest known
incidence of telarche, premature breast development in very young girls. A satisfactory causal
explanation has yet to be found, although the presence of anabolic steroids in poultry and high
phytoestrogen content in soy-based formua have been controversially implicated.
A major historical flaw of the research is that the registry of cases has not pinpointed their
geographical origin, possibly based on the assumption that diet rather than location is to blame.
However, in 1995, geographers Sonia Arbona and John Hunter established a benchmark geographic
perspective with their exhaustive review of water pollution in Puerto Rico (Hunter and Arbona, 1995).
In it, the north coast limestone region aquifer emerges as the island’s most critically important reserve
of potable water and its most dangerously contaminated source.
Although current regional ground water withdrawal is roughly 75 millon gallons per day, nearly 16%
of total island water use, the north coast limestone has the largest available untapped flow of any water
resource region. Although surface water currently provides about 71% of island-wide supply, reservoir
sedimentation is expected to reduce that supply dramatically in the near future.
Moreover, the north coast limestone region aggregates over half of Puerto Rico’s industrial plants in
the categories of primary metals and fabrications (74%), chemicals (55%), plastics and rubber (55%),
electronics (49%), and pharmaceuticals (50%). The main concentration is in the west-central portion of
the limestone belt, in a strip lining lake Tortuguero’s catchment zone. In fact, one of the largest plants
in the area, the DuPont complex practically abuts on the lake itself, and owns a sizable portion of its
water frontage.
In the early 1980s the USGS conducted surveys of ground water quality in wells and springs of the
industrial region surrounding Tortuguero. Very high levels of a variety of “high priority” and diverse
other pollutants were found, including: TCE and PCE, benzene, dieldrin, lindane, methylene chloride,
PCBs, PCNs, DDD, DDT, Dieldrin, Toxaphene, Furan, Diazinon and Diethyl phthalate. At the time,
more was known about the cancerigenous and toxic properties of such chemicals than of their endocrine
disrupting attributes. Even so, one had to wait until 1997 when geographers Cruz-Báez and Boswell
published their Atlas of Puerto Rico.
Maps published in the Atlas showed distributions by municipality of the ten main causes of death in
1969-71. The Tortuguero region showed the highest concentration of “diseases of early infancy”, and
higher than average incidences of cancer and cerebrovascular diseases. A map for 1989-91 added high
mortality from pulmonary diseases, but there was no follow-up for infant deaths.
In early 1998, I began to advocate in favor of recognizing the Tortuguero caiman as a naturalized
wetland sentinel. My first presentation was on March 13, at the 23rd DNER Symposium on Natural
Resources. My suggestion that crocodiles had been part of the native fauna in prehistory drew outraged
derision from establishment biologists. Later, in May, the presentation was repeated for a more
appreciative audience in Tampa, Florida (Watlington, 1998).
Early in the academic year 1998-1999 the University of Puerto Rico announced the availability of
funds for visiting lecturers on interdisciplinary topics. Together with biologist Magda Morales we
invited Dr. Guillete, who was briefed on our caiman agenda. He agreed to come to the Río Piedras
campus and lecture ad honorem on his work with alligators. His visit to Puerto Rico took place on
October 23 to 25, 2000 (Watlington, 2001). The main event was a public lecture for a mixed audience
of mainly non-specialist faculty and students. As expected he delivered a great performance.
Later Guillette met separately with biology and chemistry students and faculty, and wildlife
professionals who work with caimans. All seemed to go well until he made an off-hand comment to the
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effect that smaller (i.e. safer), short lived species such as Poecilid fishes could be as effective
biomonitors as caimans. It suddenly dawned on me that he had not gone out of his way to endorse our
caiman project.
Still, next day at the Bayamón Zoo he demonstrated, for the benefit of the biologists present, the
proper technique for extracting a blood sample from the nape of a young caiman. Later that night, we
counted caiman eyes on Lake Tortuguero, courtesy of the DNER. Oblivious to the possibility that he
may have been trespassing on DuPont property, Guillete managed to grab a baby caiman and later
enthusiastically ‘counted coup’ on capturing his 15th crocodilian species. He promised to return with
students for hands-on field work.
That was two years ago, and the caimans are still waiting. To my chagrin, I learned that Guillette
has been coming back to the island regularly, mainly to visit the lab of a longtime friend at the U.P.R.
who owns patents on sophisticated bioanalytic instruments. It is strictly BYOB. I am told he brought
with him almost a dozen live Florida alligators.
As a University of Florida alumnus, on January 8, 2002 I attended a dinner meeting at the Bankers
Club convened to promote establishment of a Puerto Rico chapter of the UF alumni association. The
guest speaker was International Studies Dean, Dennis Jett. Louis Guillette was also featured, and as
usual gave a great lecture on his specialty. The caimans were mentioned in passing, along with the
cryptic disclaimer that he was a “zoh-ologist not a zuu-ologist”.
The last time I met the now Dean Guillette was at an August 21, 2002 midday presentation for the
U.P.R. Biology Department. I always learn something from his alligator road show. The amphitheater
was full but the questions raised at the end of his talk incensed me with their triviality and irrelevance.
Finally, I asked: What will it take to get Puerto Rican biologists to do the same kind of research you are
doing on Florida alligators with Puerto Rican caimans? Taking a swig of bottled (Florida?) water, he
answered: “I don’t know, you ask them”. Somehow, his reply brought to mind Clark Gable’s famous
one-liner in Gone With the Wind.
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Reproducción del Cocodrilo Americano (Crocodylus acutus)
en el Lago Enriquillo, República Dominicana
Andreas Schubert
SUMMARY: Nesting data from the American crocodile in Lago Enriquillo, Dominican Republic, was
collected and processed during ten consecutive years (1992 – 2002). The nests were located on different
beaches of the lake. Egg numbers oscillated between 14 and 51, with an average of 22 eggs per nest.
The eggs are incubated by the heat of the sand, incubation time was 83 days average. About 75% of the
eggs produced healthy hatchlings.
The total number of hatchlings per year varied between 200 and 800. Usually the mother helps them
of leaving the nest and takes them to fresh water. In some cases, she takes care of them during several
days. The hatchling survival rate during the first year was between 10 and 20%.
RESUMEN: En 10 años consecutivos se levantaron datos sobre el anidamiento del cocodrilo
americano en el Lago Enriquillo. Los nidos estaban ubicados en diferentes playas en la orilla del lago.
La cantidad de nidos oscilaba entre 14 y 51, con un promedio de 22 huevos por nido. Los huevos son
incubados por el calor de la arena, la incubación duraba 83 días promedio. Un 75% de los huevos llegó
a producir neonatos saludables.
El número total de neonatos eclosionados por año oscila entre 200 y 800. La madre les ayuda de
salir de su nido y los lleva al agua dulce. En algunos casos los cuida durante varios días y hasta
semanas. La taza de supervivencia durante el primer año está entre el 10 y el 20%.
INTRODUCCIÓN
Cocodrilos producen una cantidad elevada de huevos. Embriones, neonatos y juveniles son sujetos a
una alta taza de mortalidad (estrategia r). Si esta mortalidad sobrepasa un cierto nivel la población se
puede extinguir a largo plazo.
Las siguientes condiciones ambientales pueden afectar la supervivencia de los neonatos:
 Temperatura dentro del nido. Una temperatura por encima de los 34ºC y por debajo de 29ºC
puede causar la muerte de todos los embriones.
 Inunandación del nido o sequía prolongada
 La distancia entre la playa de anidamiento y el próximo lugar con agua dulce. Los neonatos son
transportados por su madre, cruzando el agua hipersalado del lago. En las islas en el interior del
lago no hay hábitat disponible para los neonatos
 Depredación de nidos por otros animales o por el ser humano
Hubo una fuerte persecución de los cocodrilos en décadas pasadas, incluyendo el
saqueo de nidos. El saqueo de nidos ocurría sobre todo en playas de tierra firme y a
menor grado en las islas.
Esta investigación busca dar una respuesta a dos preguntas principales:
 ¿Hay diferencias entre las características y el éxito de los nidos en las islas y en tierra firme?
 ¿Hay diferencias con otras poblaciones de Crocodylus acutus dentro del rango de su
distribución?
MÉTODOS
El área de estudio incluye todas las playas reconocidas para el anidamiento del cocodrilo americano
en el Lago Enriquillo. El tiempo de estudio incluye el periodo entre el 1990 y el 2001, con énfasis en los
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años 1993-97. Las playas fueron visitadas frecuentemente en la temporada de la puesta de los huevos
entre enero y marzo de cada año, accesando en bote, en motocicleta o a pie. Los nidos fueron
encontrados al seguir las huellas de las madres dejadas en la arena.
Distancias entre nidos fueron medidas con cinta métrica y con Hip-chain, las temperaturas de los
nidos fueron con termómetros computerizados (Hobo-Temps) y la humedad del suelo con un llamado
moisture meter.
RESULTADOS
Entre 1990 y 2001 fue localizado un total de 236 nidos para el lago entero, de ellos 50 nidos después
de la oviposición y el resto después de la eclosión. Unos 32 km o 30% de la costa del lago son playas de
arena, siete km de ellas usan los cocodrilos para anidar. Hay un total de once playas de anidamiento en
el lago, seis de ellas están usadas frecuentemente, las otras han sido usadas solamente en una o dos
ocasiones. La mitad de los nidos ubicados en una de las tres playas de las islas.

Figura 1. Playas de Anidamiento, las primeras cinco son las más importantes
Características de las playas Las playas de anidamiento tienen una longitud entre 150 y 1200 m, El
promedio era de 605 m. La Caimanera Sur y de La Playita son las mas cortas (150 y 200
m) y las de La Azufrada y Los Cucuces las mas largas (1200 m cada una). Durante los
11 años de estudio había fuertes cambios en la anchura de las playas, debido a los
cambios en el nivel del lago.
En casi todos los casos el área de los nidos está soleada durante la mayor parte del día, con
excepción de Los Borbollones, donde todos los nidos quedan en la sombra.
Las tres playas principales de las islas quedan en sitios, donde se agregan los cocodrilos
para solearse y para pernoctar. Las dos playas principales de tierra firme solo son
frecuentadas durante la temporada de reproducción.
La distancia de los nidos al agua dulce es muy corta en el caso de las playas de tierra
firme, como el de La Azufrada y el de Los Borbollones. Mientras tanto las playas de La
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Playita y la Caimanera Sur en la Isla Cabritos quedan muy lejos del agua dulce: hasta
mas de ocho km.

Figura 2. Nidos por playa en los años 1992 a 2001
Características de los nidos Todos nidos eran del tipo hoyo en playas arenosas. La distancia del nido a
la orilla del lago era menor a 100 m, con excepción de Los Borbollones, donde quedaba en mas de 200
m, al bajar el nivel del lago en 1997. Generalmente la distancia nido – lago dobló entre los años 1994 y
1997. El mínimo para la altura del nido sobre el nivel del lago quedaba en 0.90 m, el máximo en mas de
4 m. Esta altura también aumentó mucho entre los años 1994 y 97.
La mitad (50 %) de los nidos estaba ubicada en forma conglomerado, con una distancia de menos de 10
m entre nidos. Otros 38% tenían una distancia entre 10 y 100 m y solamente un 12 % estaba ubicada en
forma aislada a mas de 100 m de distancia al próximo nido. Hubo un alto porcentaje de reuso de sitios de
anidamiento: 35 sitios fueron reusados en una o más ocasiones, 90 de 192 nidos (47%) estaban ubicados
en sitios reusados entre 1 y 4 veces. Presumo que es la misma hembra que está reusando los sitios.
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Figura 3. Temperatura en cuatro nidos durante el 1996
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La temperatura fue medida en cuatro nidos durante los años, 1996 y dos en 97, usando termómetros
computerizados (Hobo-Temps). El mínimo absoluto era 29 ºC, el máximo absoluto 35 ºC.
El gráfico arriba muestra las temperaturas para los cuatro nidos del 1996. Es obvio que los patrones
de La Playita y La Azufrada se parecen, igual que los de la Caimanera Sur y La Islita. Este fenómeno no
se puede interpretar por los patrones de temperatura del aire, porque La Playita queda prácticamente en
el medio entre la Caimanera y La Islita. Las bajadas en la temperatura casi siempre coinciden con unos
días de lluvia. La lluvia enfría el suelo. Las precipitaciones pueden ser un fenómeno local que nada más
afecta una sola playa.
La distancia entre los dos nidos del 1997 era menor de 50 m. Uno se encontraba en una playa de alta
insolación, el otro en completa sombra. Aparentemente el nido de la sombra tenía una temperatura de
mas de un grado por encima del nido de la playa soleada. El hobo-temp estaba ubicado a una
profundidad de 25 cm en el primer caso y a 30 cm en el segundo. Parece que la influencia del grado de
insolación sobre la temperatura del nido es mucho menor que otros factores, como la profundidad del
nido y la conductividad del calor dentro de arena. No se pudo probar diferencias en la temperatura entre
los nidos de las islas y de tierra firme.
La humedad de la arena fue medida dentro del nido y a _ m hacia dos lados del nido. El punto de
saturación de la arena con agua era 25%. La saturación se debe al agua de fondo, proviniendo del lago o
de acuíferos de agua dulce. En un 24% de los casos (basado en datos de 86 nidos del 1996 y 97) el
punto de saturación estaba por debajo, en un 28% al mismo nivel y en un 7% por encima de los huevos.
En un 27% la arena no hubo saturación de agua hasta los 60 cm determinado por la profundidad máxima
que puedo medir el aparato usado. En un 14% de los casos hubo placas de caliza precipitada por debajo
del nido.
El punto de saturación estaba significativamente (U-test, _ = 0.01) mucho mas profundo en las
playas de las islas (promedio de 55 cm) que en tierra firme (35 cm). Sin embargo, en La Caimanera Sur
las madres podían elegir entre sitios secos sobre la berma y sitios con el punto de saturación cerca de la
superficie. Mas de la mitad eligieron los sitios bajos cerca de la orilla.
La excavación del nido y la oviposición pueden cambiar la textura y así la humedad de la arena. En
un 38% de los 86 nidos investigados la cavidad tenía mas del doble de la humedad que en los
alrededores inmediatos; esto fue observado en lugares secos. En sitios húmedos con el punto de
saturación mas cerca de la superficie, la humedad dentro de la caverna era mucho mas baja que en los
alrededores (17% de los casos). En un 45 % de los casos, la humedad del nido era similar al ambiente,
sobre todo en lugares con una humedad mediana.
Número de huevos. Para los años 1993-97 hubo un promedio de 21.6 (SD 6.4, n = 159) huevos por
nido, con un rango de 9 a 36. No había ninguna diferencia significativa entre los promedios de los años.
Sin embargo, el promedio de huevos en La Caimanera Sur quedaba en 18.1, significativamente menor
que los promedios de La Playita y de las playas de tierra firme (U-test, _ = 0.05 y 0.01 respectivamente).
Este hecho sugiere que la Caimanera es usada por un mayor número de madres jóvenes. La masa total
por nido equivale a 1878 g promedio (SD 626 g). Las excavaciones tienen una profundidad promedia
de 36 (SD 5) cm, n = 52, la profundidad del primer huevo (él mas cerca de la superficie) queda a 24 (SD
5) cm. El diámetro promedio del nido es 27 cm (SD 5 cm). No hubo diferencias significativas entre los
nidos en las diferentes playas.
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El tiempo de incubación era de 82.5 días promedio (SD 6.8), con un mínimo de 72 días y un máximo

Oviposiciones 1993 - 97
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Figura 4. Oviposiciones por semana, 1993 – 97
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Figura 5. Eclosiones por semana, 1993 – 97
Características de los huevosEl promedio para la longitud era 73.4 (SD 2.0) mm, rango 66.0 a 77.1
mm, para la anchura era 43.5 (SD 0.7) mm, rango 40.3 a 46.5 mm, para la masa era 85.5 (SD 3.3) g,
rango 67 – 102.2 g, n = 1404 huevos de 62 nidos en los años 1993-97.
La fertilidad de los huevos fue determinada en 49 nidos en 1996 y 43 nidos en 1997. En un tercio de
los nidos no había huevos infértiles. En 1996 11 nidos tenían números elevados de huevos infértiles, en
4 casos todos o casi todos los huevos eran infértiles.
Mortalidad de embriones. De 188 nidos encontrados durante los 5 años de estudios intensivos,
cuatro fueron robados. Calculamos un total de 3987 huevos para los 188 nidos. De estos 513 (13 %)
fueron inviables, es decir fueron infértiles o el embrión murió poco después de la oviposición. Otros 95
(2.4 %) fueron encontrados con el embrión desarrollado y muerto. En 64 casos (1.6 %) los neonatos
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fueron encontrados muertos, fuera del cascarón pero en cercanía al nido. En síntesis: la mortalidad
embrional alcanzaba un 17% durante los cinco años.

Porcentaje huevos inviables, n = 79
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Figura 6. Porcentaje de huevos inviables al total de huevos en 79 nidos durante cinco años
Las razones para la mortalidad embrional fueron: en el 1993 la alta humedad en el fondo de muchos
nidos causó su fallo parcial o completo. En los demás años esto no fue un problema importante. Existe
solamente una depredación por el ser humano (cuatro nidos robados en los cinco años). No hubo
evidencia de depredaciones por animales. La falta de atención al nido por parte de la madre fue
registrada solamente en dos ocasiones y puede ser considerada como un fenómeno poco común.
Los Neonatos
El proceso de la eclosión es iniciado por la madre que se acerca al nido para escuchar si hay sonidos
por parte de los embriones. En caso positivo la madre abre el nido y saca los neonatos con su hocico
para llevarlos a un hábitat favorable fuera de la zona de nidificación. En pocas ocasiones los lleva a
todos en la misma noche, mientras en la mayoría de los casos lleva la mitad en una noche, y la otra
mitad en la próxima noche.
Los neonatos son llevados a áreas donde crece la enea, a caños y a charcas de agua dulce. En muchos
casos la madre los lleva primero a áreas intermediarias donde pueden sobrevivir dos o tres días para
luego ser llevados a un destino final. Estas áreas intermediarias quedan generalmente a menos de 100 m
del nido. La madre esconde los neonatos debajo de arbustos, raíces, halófitas o placas de caliza en o
cerca de la orilla. También los deja en charcas que se forman en la orilla del lago. Algunas de estas
charcas superan los niveles de salinidad del agua del lago con hasta mas de 100 g/l.
De 41 nidos observados durante el periodo 1994 a 97 quedaron nueve (22%) sin atención de la
madre después de la eclosión. En las islas (Islita y Cabritos) hubo una atención de 1 a 3 días por parte de
la madre, incluyendo su transporte a los sitios con hábitat favorable. En las playas de tierra firme la
atención duró hasta 80 días, como es el caso de piscina sucia en La Azufrada. De 17 madres, 8 estaban
en charca con neonatos, 9 en la orilla cerca de la charca
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Costa Noroeste 25 Juv.

La Azufrada y Los Cucuces = 250 eclos. /año
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Playita e Islita = 240 eclosiones / año

Caimanera Sur = 140 eclos. / año

Figura 7. Rutas de las playas a los hábitats de crianza
El mapa arriba (Fig. 7) muestra las playas de eclosión con la cifra del promedio de eclosiones
por año en cada playa o conjunto de playas. El mapa muestra también las supuestas rutas y las áreas de
crianza de neonatos con la cifra del promedio de juveniles vistos en estos sitios durante los cinco años
de estudio. Los neonatos de La Playita y La Islita se crían en la costa norte del lago, los de La Azufrada
y Los Cucuces en la costa noroeste (El Platón y Los Borbollones). Mientras tanto los que eclosionan en
la Caimanera Sur llegan presumiblemente a la Bahía de Boca de Cachón. No era posible levantar datos
sobre la abundancia de juveniles en esta zona debido a problemas de acceso a esta zona.
DISCUSIÓN
¿Por qué los cocodrilos anidan en las islas?
Aparentemente la supervivencia de neonatos es mayor en las playas de tierra firme como La
Azufrada – Los Cucuces y Los Borbollones que en las islas como en las playas de La Playita y La Islita.
Queda la pregunta: ¿Por qué los cocodrilos anidan en las islas? Aparentemente no hay mucha diferencia
en condiciones biofísicas entre las playas de tierra firme y de las islas.
Nuestra hipótesis: La persecución y el saqueo de nidos por el ser humano han sido muy alto antes
del 1992, cuando se estableció una vigilancia efectiva en el Lago Enriquillo. En estos años los
cocodrilos se acostumbraron a anidar en las islas, donde el impacto humano es mucho menor, pero la
supervivencia también es menor, debido a las largas travesías por aguas hipersaladas.
Comparación de la población del Lago Enriquillo con otras poblaciones de Crocodylus acutus
Tamaño del nido. El número promedio de huevos por nido (21.6) es similar a él de Monte
Cabaniguán en Cuba, donde Rodríguez et.al. reportan 24.8 para los años 1992-96. Para Etang Saumatre
en Haití Thorbjarnason (1988) reporta 22.5 en los años 1983/84. Para los cayos (atolones) de Belice
Platt and Thorbjarnarson (1997) indican 22.3 huevos por nido.
Sin embargo, los nidos de diferentes poblaciones en Centroamérica, México y Florida tienen
considerablemente mas huevos por nido. Valtierra-Azotla (2000) reporta un promedio de 33.4 huevos
por nido para la reserva de biosfera Chamela Cuixmala en Jalisco, México. Este número ha subido
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bastante desde el 1989 cuando reportaron solamente 18 huevos. Para los nidos de Florida Bay Kushlan y
Mazotti (1989) calcularon un promedio de 38 huevos. Alvarez del Toro (1974) habla de 30 – 60 huevos
por nido para diferentes sitios en México.
Cantidad de nidos. Durante los años 1976 – 84 contaron entre 70 y 112 nidos en el lago, estimando
entre 100 y 150 (Incháustegui en SEA/DVS 1993). El presente estudio revela un promedio de 37.1 nidos
por año, rango 14 – 51 para los años 1993 – 2001. En otras palabras, el anidamiento había bajado a
menos de un tercio debido a fuertes persecuciones (SEA/DVS 1993, Schubert & Santana, 1996). En los
años 1991 – 92 la producción era muy reducida. Sin embargo, en 1993 y 94 la reproducción y
supervivencia era muy buena. En la actualidad los juveniles que fueron marcados en aquel entonces ya
tienen la edad y el tamaño para poder reproducirse. Aún los datos actuales todavía no demuestran un
aumento en la cantidad de nidos.
Generalmente la cantidad de huevos por nido y la masa total del nido dependen del tamaño de la
madre (Thorbjarnarson, 1988). Hace 20 años los cocodrilos del Lago Enriquillo eran mucho mas
grandes (Thorbjarnarson, com. pers.). Probablemente la poca cantidad de huevos por nido, masa por
huevo y masa por nido se debe al menor tamaño de las madres.
La taza de supervivencia embrional es muy alta en el Lago Enriquillo (83%). En Monte
Cabaniguán en Cuba eclosionó un 62.5 % de los huevos (Rodríguez et.al 1998), sin embargo un _ de
ellos con ayuda de los investigadores. Moler (1991) reporta un 52% de nidos exitosos Key Largo en
Florida y Platt & Thorbjarnarson (1998) un 80% para Belice. Nota: los últimos dos reportes están
basados en los nidos, mientras en el ejemplo del Lago Enriquillo y de Cuba se trata de huevos
individuales.
La atención maternal es común en el Lago Enriquillo. Las madres ayudan a los embriones de salir
del nido. Después llevan los neonatos a lugares de agua dulce. En Monte Cabaniguán un cuarto de los
nidos carecía de atención parental. En este estudio hubo muy poca evidencia de no atención al nido
(solo dos casos durante los cinco años).
Otros estudios demuestran poca evidencia de atención a los neonatos de C. acutus (Platt &
Thorbjarnarson, 1997, Thorbjarnarson 1988, Moler 1991, Kushlan & Mazotti, 1989). En este estudio si
encontramos una atención prolongada de una a dos semanas y en el caso de la “piscina sucia” en La
Azufrada la madre cuida sus crías hasta 80 días cada año.
CONCLUSIONES
•
•
•
•
•

No hay diferencias marcadas entre las playas de tierra firme y de las islas que puedan influir la
supervivencia de los embriones
La anidación en las islas se debe presumiblemente a las fuertes persecuciones que sufrían los
cocodrilos en tiempos pasados
Las Playas de Anidamiento del Lago Enriquillo son de buena calidad y la supervivencia
embrional es alta.
La supervivencia de los neonatos es relativamente baja, debido a la necesidad de cruzar las
aguas hipersaladas
Existe una atención maternal muy marcada a los nidos y a los neonatos después de la eclosión.
Creando más cuerpos de agua dulce, tipo “piscina sucia” se aumentará significativamente la
supervivencia porque se crean mas oportunidades de atención prolongada
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Sub-nosed Crocodile (Crocodylus palustris) Study in Iran
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ABSTRACT: A small population of 200 to 300 Mugger crocodiles occupies vast range or water bodies
in south eastern Iran, near the Pakistan border. Their habitats are represented by the natural ponds along
3 main rivers, Kaju, Sarbaz and Bahukalat. Egg laying takes place in mid May with number of 20-30
and they hatch in late July. Crocodiles use any available resources as food like fish, birds, insects, dogs
and even villager's goats. One of the most specific behaviors of Mugger is burrowing which are mostly
used as refuge to avoid heat and may be other purpose. Migration between water bodies is another
considerable activity of Muggers in the area. They are legally listed as "protected wildlife", there is a
fine for any killed crocodile, and more over, the distribution area has been designated as a "protected
area" due to its importance as crocodile habitats.
DISTRIBUTION AREA
A small population of Mugger crocodile (Crocodylus palustris) inhabits the southeastern most part
of Iran in the Baluchestan province. Their habitats are along three main rivers of the area: Sarbaz, Kaju
and Bahukalat and their related headwaters and ponds. Due to its importance as crocodile habitat, part
of this area (3,800 sq km) was designated "protected area" in 1971. It was then named Bahukalat and in
1982 was renamed "Gandou" protected area. Gandou is the local name for crocodiles.
In the area, they occupy vast range of fresh water bodies such as lakes, ponds, reservoir and artificial
ponds named Hootak which are constructed nearby villages to hold rain water for people's daily use and
in most of them 1-2 crocodiles can bee seen. However, the main habitats are some natural ponds along
the rivers with specific conditions such as depth, living organisms and vegetation. These ponds are
considered as permanent habitats for crocodiles all year long depending on water quantity so that in
drought seasons even 20-30 crocodile live together in one pond.
The reservoir of the Pishin dam since its construction plays an essential role. It is one of the most
important habitats for the crocodiles although in recent years due to the lack of rain, the water reserve is
getting down and down. The area has international importance. It is considered the 19th Ramsar site
(international wetland) of Iran. There, crocodile habitats extend from Pishin Dam to Hure-Bahu (Bahu
Estuary) along Sarbaz and Bahukalat River. Mugger is one of the noteworthy species of this wetland.
The main distribution area of Mugger in Iran starts from Sarbaz and southeastern part of NIkshahr along
Kaju River which joins to Sarbaz River in its way to the sea. Sarbaz River renames to Bahukalat after
the village with same name. Although Kollany village and its ponds are near Govater Bay which is
considered the end of crocodile range in Iran, there is no evidence that Iranian crocodile enter saltwater.
REPRODUCTION
Although observations on courtship and mating weren't made, probably it starts late winter and egg
laying takes place at mid-may and the eggs are laid in typical hole nest with a depth of about 30cm in
the sandy beach of the nearby water resource usually under shadow of trees. The eggs with number of
20 -30 are approximately 8 cm long, 4.7 cm wide and weigh 80-90 g. They hatch after 50-60 days
incubation period in late July. Noteworthy threats for the eggs and hatchlings with length of about
25cm are natural predators like mongooses, foxes, monitors (Varanus sp.) and birds. But the main
threat in previous years have been inundation which caused nest destruction and death of hatchlings and
in recent years, vice versa, extreme drought causes mortality of the hatchlings.
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FEEDING
Depending on water bodies, it seems that crocodiles use any available resources as food. Studying
their feeding habits, we collected some fecal samples composed of beetle elytra and legs, fish remains
and kingfisher or other bird feathers. Other observations and local people reports indicate that Muggers
catch and feed on villager's herds (mostly goat) and wandering dogs too and also there are some
evidences on eating dead animals.
There are just occasional and not serious attacks of crocodiles on humans in its range in Iran. These
creatures aren't dangerous under normal circumstances at villages so that children swim in the river and
ponds and women do washings without fear of Gandou (local name for Mugger crocodile). All
evidences indicate that Mugger use vast range of resources as food and even they have seen wandering
in the villages seeking for something to eat. However nowadays in most parts due to drought and
drying out of water bodies they've lost their food resources and are dying out of hunger and some of
them are too thin and weak .
Main Behaviors
Similar to other crocodiles daily activities are basking, swimming and under water staying.
However, the most specific behavior of Mugger is burrowing. The burrows are used as refuge to avoid
heat during hot hours of the day and may be other purposes and come out at night in search of food.
In my activities, I couldn't find any evidences indicating nesting and egg laying in the burrows. The
behavior is observed in many different conditions and situations which seem to be related to habitat. In
natural or artificial ponds burrow entrance is commonly observed within 0.5 m of the water edge and
level and muggers living along rivers are observed to dig their burrows further than water edge possibly
because of periodic flooding and sometimes the burrows are under the root system of trees far from
water. Most of the time, the burrows are dug directly into the river or pond bank. Sometimes burrow
entrance is behind emergent vegetation such as Typha and Phragmtes. The holes are about 1.5 to 5 m
deep and any hole is used by one crocodile. Once I could find two holes nearby each other may be a
horse shaped or both of them used by one or two crocodiles.
Migration of Muggers is another activity which in last years due to specific condition in the area
caused by drought was recorded. Scanty rainfall and high temperature cause water bodies to dry out one
after another which in turn causes loss of crocodile habitats and food resources. Therefore, they have to
find and move to new ponds which some times are far from each other. This migration causes
aggregation of crocodiles in ponds which aren't too large for crocodiles. We have recorded 10 -30
crocodiles in one pond in which in normal condition one to three crocodile can be found. Now, the
main art of the population is aggregated in Pishin Dam reservoir with a number of about 60-70
crocodiles. Prolonged drought is causing mortality of weak crocodiles which their pond is drying out
and they are too weak to find another suitable water body and food.
MUGGER POPULATION STATUS AND CONSERVATION IN IRAN
The main part of the distribution area of Mugger due to its importance as "crocodile habitat" have
been established as "protected area" since 1971 named Bahukalat with an area of 3,800 sq km which
was renamed "Gandou" since 1982. Some specific areas along Sarbaz and Bahukalat rivers have
recently been designated as 19th International wetland (Ramsar site), so legally specific regulations are
carrying out in the area and wildlife guards control it. Fortunately because of specific social and
religious believes, there is no hunting on crocodiles and local people don't harm them, although
crocodiles catch their goats. More overdue to conservation regulations crocodiles are listed as protected
wildlife and any killed one has fine of 16 million Rials which is about $ 2,000.
Based on available information and my last visits, the Mugger population counts between 200-300
individuals which are distributed in the area and are very scattered, especially during the rainy seasons.
Visiting the rivers near the Iran-Pakistan border, in my opinion, the crocodiles of the countries in border
area are related and move between Iran and Pakistan specially in the rainy seasons that water bodies are
closed to each other and seasonal common rivers are following.
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The present condition of Mugger population is very bad due to drought that has dried out most of the
water resources. There has been just occasional raining for 4 years, even the Pishin Dam reservoir is
reduced to a big pond and has no useable reserve and in some areas, crocodiles are faced to death. I
hope that they could survive this condition.
CONCLUSION
It was a brief report about Mugger population status and biology in Iran which I hope to be useful in
providing any needed information about crocodiles in Iran. Considering no hunting and utilization in
Iran and their protection, we could have a positive role in improving Mugger population and its
conservation. But we are in need for more attention and especially technical support and experiences to
help us carrying on conservation and research activities like habitat protection and breeding. More
contact between Mugger range countries would be especially useful for providing needed data about
their population and planning for more and future programs, which in this relation Madras Crocodile
Bank, as a data base, could have essential role.
It would be my great pleasure and I'd be grateful if researchers and scientists interested in Mugger in
Iran contact me for needed information and be kind enough and help me in my works and providing
needed information.
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The Photographs

Natural ponds along rivers with food resources are the
main crocodile habitats

Monitors are abundant in the area

A Mugger nest with eggs

Fish is one of the main food resources
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Burrowing is one of the most specific Mugger behavior

Some crocodiles due to lack of food caused by drought are too thin and dying
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Abstract: The crocodile management programme in Papua New Guinea is recognized as one of the
most successful in developing countries. A multi-faceted approach, including generation of substantial
benefits to local communities from sustainable wild harvests of skins, young and eggs, is an important
factor in that success. Even so, habitat degradation in the middle Sepik River region, where >40 % of
PNG’s crocodile exports are produced, is of increasing concern. Regular widespread burning of floating
mat vegetation, which harbors prime nesting sites of the Indo-Pacific crocodile Crocodylus porosus,
establishes disclimax associations that are inferior or unsuitable for nesting.
A current GEF Small Grant project seeks to strengthen conservation of remaining strongholds of
nesting habitat, and to restore degraded sites of importance. A local Interest Group (IG) is using
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) techniques to discern the root causes of wetlands degradation, and
to motivate local land users to devise and implement site-specific conservation strategies. Expansion
and enhancement of commercial egg harvests is seen as a key activity to increase mutually interactive
benefits to local communities, nesting habitat and the crocodile industry.
This paper describes the PRA-derived methodology, results of initial fieldwork, and prospects to
achieve community-driven conservation of critical wetlands.
INTRODUCTION
The Indo-Pacific (=saltwater) crocodile, and to a lesser degree, the New Guinea freshwater crocodile
C. novaeguineae, are major income generating resources for some 15,000 people in the middle Sepik
region. Both species were extensively exploited for skins and meat in the 1950s and 1960s. Hunting
controls (maximum bellywidth limits) were imposed in the 1970s to ensure that harvests were
sustainable. In the 1980s ranching and farming schemes based on collection of juveniles were developed
to capture additional economic value of the crocodile resource, promote production efficiency, and
further establish conservation of wild populations. This mutually beneficial approach was substantially
strengthened in the mid-1980s by introduction of egg harvests (see Cox and Solmu 1996 for a review of
this component).
Crocodile populations in the middle Sepik have been primarily monitored by aerial nest counts,
conducted in most years from 1981 to 1998. Surveys are flown during the annual peak nesting season of
each species over a large sample of sites representing various nesting habitats. Counts are particularly
indicative for C . porosus, which prefers to nest in more open (and more easily scanned) floating
vegetation, and largely restricted to lagoons and lakes in close proximity of the Sepik River (Cox 1985).
Monitoring studies suggest that saltwater and freshwater crocodiles in the Sepik are sustainably
utilized, and until 1998 (following an extraordinary drought in 1997), indicated an overall increase in C.
porosus nesting in the middle Sepik (Cox and Genolagani 1992; Manolis 1995; Cox 1998; Kula and
Meru 1998). Nevertheless, aerial surveys of most sites reveal a long-term trend of moderate to severe
degradation in the critically important expanses of floating mats that constitute primary nesting habitat
for C. porosus. (Hollands 1984, Cox et al. 1988, Genolagani et al. 1989, Genolagani et al. 1991, Cox
1995, Cox and Solmu 1996, Cox 1998, Kula and Meru 1998).
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The Middle Sepik was recently identified as a Very High Priority area for conservation of wetland
biodiversity in Papua New Guinea (Olivieri and Hutchinson, 1993; Swartzendruber 1993). Area habitat
is therefore not only a crucial testing ground for rural development based on sustainable utilization of
wildlife, but of major importance for conservation of biodiversity.
To address and reverse the root causes of habitat degradation, the Sepik Wetlands Management
Initiative (SWMI), a local IG, has received a Global Environment Facility (GEF) Small Grant for an 18month project. Fieldwork began in September 2000 with conduct of an initial Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRA), co-led by SWMI members and the authors. This paper is based on the results and
findings of the PRAs as presented in reports by Cox (2002) and Solmu (2002) and follow-up activities
of the Initiative. Results of the PRA equip SWMI with the necessary technical skills and impetus to
advance community-based implementation of the project and to evaluate its effectiveness.
The ultimate value of PRA exercises will be the ability of SWMI members, key individuals and local
focus groups, using information and insight gained, to devise site-specific conservation strategies. At
remaining areas of primary crocodile nesting habitat, especially where C. porosus is abundant, ongoing
conservation success can be enhanced, while at selected sites of degraded habitat, restoration efforts can
be initiated.
METHODS
The strategy to achieve project objectives relies heavily on selected tools associated with the PRA
approach. SWMI is a facilitator and catalyst that enables a community-oriented effort to determine the
fundamental causes of habitat degradation, and to encourage local communities themselves to identify,
develop and implement rehabilitative measures. In village domains where nesting habitat and crocodiles
have been effectively conserved, PRA can be similarly employed to ascertain the underpinnings of
success, and in turn, stimulate management actions (often based on increasing economic benefits to
local stakeholders) that will strengthen conservation. In these contexts “appraisal” is actually
participatory learning and doing.
PRA was developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s mainly for use in agriculture and agroforestry
initiatives (Chambers 1992). Only in recent years have aspects of the methodology been incorporated
into community-driven conservation. There remains much scope, particularly in non-protected areas of
developing countries, for conservation planning to fully embrace PRA.
The technique appears eminently suitable for use in Papua New Guinea, where a traditional system
of land tenure based on local ownership is widespread and strong, and the government has very limited
resources for wildlife management or biodiversity conservation. The PRA approach is particularly
appropriate for the socio-cultural and political situation in the middle Sepik. All crocodile nesting
habitat is traditionally owned, and legal aspects of ownership are strengthened by PNG organic law.
Most areas of interest to SWMI feature nesting habitat managed by one or more clans of a single
village. Some larger sites are shared with clans from neighboring villages. Ownership or land use rights
at other sites are in dispute, sometimes continual.
The PRA works considered most relevant for tailored applicability in the Middle Sepik are
Chambers (1992) and Grant (1996). The principals of PRA described by these authors are:
•

They teach us. In a reversal of roles, outsiders learn from and with rural people; elicit and use
their criteria; discover understanding and appreciate indigenous technical knowledge. Outsiders
listen and learn instead of lecturing. Interactions are scheduled for times that are convenient for
the community or informants, and happen at a relaxed and informal pace. Note taking is kept to
a minimum. Questionnaires are usually avoided. Open-ended questions are asked. Information
is probed for, and cross-checked to verify accuracy and reliability.

•

We facilitate. Local people are empowered and enabled to lead PRA exercises
(e. g.,
mapping, ranking, scoring, planning), and are encouraged to analyze and interpret the results.
They own the results and share them with outsiders. Locally determined assistance, whether
advisory or material, is the desired output.
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•

Critical self-awareness about our attitudes and behavior. How to deal with doubt; learn by
doing; embrace and learn from error. (We often learn more from our mistakes than successes).
Build learning and improvement into each activity. Seek diversity and difference. Make rapport
more important than methodology; empathy; humor; respect; trust; encouragement; confidence
that they can succeed.

•

Outside investigator’s direct contact. Staying in the village. Engaging in face to face
contacts. Asking to be taught. Working in small groups. Finding the right questions to ask (We
assume we know what to ask; the beginning of wisdom is to realize how often we do not know,
and to recognize that we need their help [Chambers, 1992]). Direct observation. Identifying key
informants. Seeking a variety of contributors in meetings. Involving women at each and every
stage.

•

The power of the open against the closed, the visual against the verbal; group versus
individual analysis, and comparing versus measuring. We are trained to make absolute
measurements, although trends, scores or ranking are often all that is required (Chambers 1992).
PRA methods are fundamentally qualitative rather than quantitative.

PRA tools assessed as most appropriate for SWMI, and subsequently used in discussions with local
communities were:
Group meetings. Scheduled at the convenience of the community and usually held in either the haus
boi (men's house) or the school. Usually a focus group of residents with knowledge of crocodile nesting
areas, and typically composed of men. PRA team members introduced themselves and the objectives of
the project, then asked landowners and others to teach the team about wetlands resource use in general,
and crocodile nesting habitat in particular. Included probing for specific information and views, and
questioning to cross-check the information received. Ideas were sought on how nesting habitat could be
conserved in ways that generate benefits for local communities.
Interviews. Usually conducted with a single informant or resource person, and often to discern the
oral history of a nesting site or a trend in a local crocodile population. This tool is also useful to obtain
information from individuals who feel it is too sensitive to be discussed in meetings, or to communicate
reservations about information provided in group meetings.
Informal discussions. Often spontaneous, with individual discussions comprised by a variety of
persons: renowned hunters, influential members of the local community, concerned residents, local
guides and persons met on field excursions.
Mapping. Villagers drew maps in the ground, tracing outlines and borders with sharp objects and
using locally available symbols (e. g., flowers, leaves, twigs, betel nuts, small stones) to represent
important features. Alternatively, school chalkboards were preferred by some groups, at times with
assorted colors of chalk to represent various features. Questions raised during map making were a
principal means to obtain detailed knowledge of specific nesting areas, habitat characteristics (e. g.,
vegetation, succession, effects of fire, crocodile species) and other issues related to crocodile resource
use. The lengthy time required to construct maps allowed probing for information to be done in a
relaxed manner.
Resource Importance Matrices (RIMs). Used to gauge the relative importance of the local
resources. A PRA team member asked group members to name the most important resources utilized in
the local economy. The group was then invited to gather symbolic objects (often the same as in map
making) to represent important (usually 6-8) resources. A grid was drawn in the ground. Each symbol
was placed in a row and column, and pairwise ranked by group consensus (e. g., which is more
important, fish or crocodiles?). An additional item of the symbol representing the more important
resource was then placed in the intersecting column/row grid cell. After each resource was compared
with all others, "winners" in the matrix were totaled in the far right column to obtain a relative
importance index. Reasons for overall rankings were then sought from participating villagers. At some
villages, a chalkboard version of the RIM chart was preferred by local participants.
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RESULTS
PRA exercises.
The initial PRAs produced a wealth of detailed information on crocodile nesting habitat, patterns of
use, and conservation issues. In addition, many views and ideas were expressed that could lead to
development of mutually beneficial initiatives.
The reasons for the occurrence of fires in nesting habitat were better understood as a result of the
PRAs. Burning of nesting areas was often described as unintentional, resulting from the creep of fires
set to clear and enrich adjacent lands for gardening (slash-and-burn agriculture). In seasonal wetlands
fire was used to create more fishing habitat during highwater periods and to facilitate travel by canoe.
Some informants confided that fires were also (occasionally?) set simply because dense vegetation was
ripe for burning, and to create pathways, possibly including ones across nesting habitat.
The effects of fire on nesting habitat were also better discerned. As observed from aerial nest counts
(Cox 1998; Kula and Meru 1998) primary C. porosus nesting habitat was susceptible to fire only in the
driest years, usually coincident with El Niño-Southern Oscillation events. Dense floating mats of sago
Metraxylon sagu, pandans Pandanus spp., hanguana Hanguana malayana, reeds Phragmites karka and
sedges could be incinerated if anchored and dry for months. Gradually these associations would return
through successional stages of herbaceous association if not burned again, but regeneration to sturdy
dense mats of tall vegetation with non-herbaceous elements favored by C. porosus was estimated to take
5-10 years or longer.
RIM exercises showed that crocodiles were a major economic resource in middle Sepik
communities. Crocodiles were ranked first or second in 63% (n= 11) of the RIMs. Fish followed next in
importance and was more commonly cited as a sustenance rather than economic resource. Gaharu
placed first or second twice. This aromatic bacterial extract of forest trees is mostly restricted in the
study area to the largely montane communities of Wagu and Yigei. Current prices remain high, but
unsustainable local exploitation is causing gatherers to search more distant areas where effort (cost) is
resulting in lower economic returns. Other economic resources such as carvings, gold and coffee were
locally valuable, but none approached the regional importance of crocodiles and fish.
Crocodylus porosus egg harvests were endorsed by most nest owners as an important source of
income with key conservation spinoffs that could be substantially enhanced by higher payments for
eggs. Highest concentrations of nests (and crocodiles) were reported from sites where regular and more
intense egg harvesting has been conducted (e. g., Nebgyoibag, Ningyum, Kamiemu).
Widespread opinion was expressed that egg harvests should resume and be conducted more
intensively and expansively. The reasons cited for this were the pressing need for cash income,
attractiveness of substantially higher prices, and the nearly ubiquitous view that crocodiles were
currently plentiful. Intensified egg harvests were generally viewed as flexible and benign. If perchance
post-harvest inspections of habitat revealed substantially fewer hatchlings, subsequent egg harvests
could be suspended for a year to allow replacement of this cohort.
A gamut of nesting habitat and utilization patterns were encountered on the PRAs. Biimba, a large
lake intensively used by all Yerekai village clans, has lost nearly all of its nesting habitat by fires over
the past 20 years, and its crocodile resource is now virtually defunct. At the other extreme, crocodiles,
overgrown channels and scrolls of Nebgyiobag under the domain of a single landowner from Kubkain
village, have been well-protected and feature some of the densest C. porosus nesting in the Middle
Sepik (pers. obs.).
An intriguing and innovative idea was expressed by Wilson Baka of Senapian village. Mr. Baka
proposed converting a small area of dense herbaceous vegetation, composed mainly of hacksaw sedge (=
wail karakwa) Thoracostachyum sumatranum, which is considered by local people as virtually useless to
them and crocodiles alike. The sedge was said to grow in dense uniform swaths that crocodiles could not
penetrate for nesting, food or cover. (Large areas matching this description are routinely encountered on
aerial nest counts in the Middle Sepik, and are usually devoid of nests; pers. obs.).
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Modification would involve cutting and removal of a section of the sedge mat to expose open water.
The proponent expects this will create general (and possibly nesting) habitat for C. porosus and fish
resources, and enable access for villagers to utilize these resources. Furthermore, the relatively speciespoor sedge mat would evolve and be maintained as a more biologically diverse wetland. The only
assistance requested from SWMI for a trial effort was provision of outboard motor fuel to facilitate the
cutting of vegetation into chunks, which would be swept away by receding highwater.
PRA exercises were also successful in identifying issues associated with the introduction of exotic
fish species (e. g., paku or “bolkata” Colossoma bidens; Java Carp Puntius gonionotus) and the
impending invasion of water hyacinth Eichhornia crassipes. Concern was regularly expressed at PRA
locations that recently introduced fish species were displacing traditional species (e. g., makau Tilapia
rendalli) that local communities prefer for diet and sale. Bolkata was observed to feed on the edges of
floating mats and considered by local residents as a threat to dense mat formation and persistence.
At most villages few women took part in the PRA exercises, and those that did usually stood quietly
in the background. At Bagu village, however, a vocal contingent of women joined the discussion and
contributed their intricate knowledge of nesting habitats gained from daily activities related to fishing
and gardening.
The perceived need and potential to develop economic incentives for habitat conservation was
regularly voiced during village meetings and interviews. The results at Swagap village were particularly
instructive. Swagap domain is one of the main success stories in 20 years of crocodile management
efforts in the Sepik. Indiscriminant, suspicious hunters of a secluded and feared community have
gradually become enthusiastic supporters and beneficiaries of the crocodile management program.
Income earned from sustainable use of crocodiles has helped establish local business ventures such as a
fuel depot and purchase of outboard motors (Cox 2002).
Following two days of intense PRA discussions that emphasized detailed mapping of main nesting
areas, one of the village elders, Yamkrawau, was asked why landowners had devoted so much time,
enthusiasm and openness to the exercises. Mr. Yamkrawau explained that (translated and paraphrased
from Pidgen to English) “this all comes down to money. You see, we only have the resources around us,
and we need ways to make more money from them to develop our village and give our children a better
future”.
Resumption of egg harvests
The March 2002 egg harvest was the most comprehensive conducted since the activity began in 1985
(Table 1). Seventy-eight nests were harvested from 12 village domains, almost all of which are located
upriver from Ambunti. In order to bring additional communities into the programme, particularly the
remote and impoverished villages in the Upper Sepik, first-time harvests were carried out at Mowi,
Iniok and Paru.
Table 1. Crocodylus porosus egg harvest data from the Middle Sepik region, P. N. G. a = one nest
excluded because only a partial clutch of 20 eggs delivered; b = data from Cox 1998; c = unpubl. data
provided by D. Wilken; d = sample of 48 clutches where viable + non-viable eggs = stated clutch size.
1985-1996 data from Cox and Solmu 1996.

Year

no. of nests
harvested

1985
1986
1988
1989
1990
1992
1994

14
17
13
20
29
35
29

% of
nests
surveyed
19.4
23.9
16.1
20.6
29.6
24.6
25.4

no. of eggs
harvested

number of
viable eggs

% of
viable eggs

clutch
size

795
1061
793
1329
1613
2066
1726

661
859
647
1198
1324
1656
1545

83.1
81.0
81.6
90.1
82.1
80.2
89.5

56.8
62.4
61.0
66.5
57.6a
59.0
59.4
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Year

no. of nests
harvested

1996
1998b
2002c

47
36
78

% of
nests
surveyed
33.3
40.7
n/a

no. of eggs
harvested
2722
1983
4428(?)

number of
viable eggs

% of
viable eggs

clutch
size

2145
1591
3465

78.8
80.2
78.8d

57.9
55.1
57.6d

For the fourth consecutive year, concurrent aerial counts of C. porosus nests (as part of DEC’s
population monitoring programme) were not conducted. Therefore, all eggs had to be harvested by
canoe and on foot. This limitation did, however, afford the fortuitous opportunity to examine the relative
costs of aerial vs. non-aerial harvesting. For areas along the Sepik within a half day’s river travel from
Ambunti, surface harvests were found to be more time-consuming but less expensive than aerial
harvests, even when a helicopter was pre-placed in conjunction with aerial nest counts.
Surface travel also provided an important, although difficult to quantify, advantage to all harvest
stakeholders, in that local communities actively participated in the harvest. Landowners or their
designated representatives could verify the number of viable eggs. Most importantly, travel to and from
nest sites enabled time for wide-ranging discussions on harvest related topics and issues.
In the absence of aerial nest count data, counts by landowners were used to ensure that
approximately half or more active nests were left to hatch in each harvest/survey area. Apart from the 78
nests harvested, another 119 active or recently hatched nests were reported to harvest team members.
Therefore, only 40 % of reported (= known) nests were harvested. How many more nests in harvest
areas were unknown to local people? Although local residents are evidently adept at locating C. porosus
nests (Cox 1985), aerial counts suggest that at least some go undetected.
The price of a viable egg was increased to PNG Kina 6.00 (= USD 1.67), nearly double that (K 3.20)
of the harvest in 1998. Although the increase is offset by a 49 % decline in the value of the kina since
March 1998, and the export value of C. porosus skins has changed little since then, the higher egg price
elicited widespread support by communities where the harvest was conducted.
A near average nest of 50 eggs yielded K 300, which for cash-strapped owners of nesting habitat is a
substantial amount of money. Returns from two nests are sufficient to pay annual fees for a student to
attend the area’s lone high school at Ambunti. Villagers in the Middle Sepik often cite priority need of
cash income to pay school fees, which are due shortly after the C. porosus egg harvest (Kula and Meru
1998).
The potential value and benefits of egg harvests were illustrated by John Nilitakwas of Kubkain
village. Mr. Nilitakwas has staunchly protected habitat, nests and breeding crocodiles under his
ownership during much of the past 20 years, and has participated in most prior egg harvests. In March
2002 he reported 24 active C. porosus nests. Due to logistical constraints only six of these were
harvested, yielding a return of K 1,926.
Mr. Nilitakwas’s domain includes prime nesting habitat for C. porosus, but in terms of available
nesting sites or numbers of nests, does not seem much better than similar areas in the Middle Sepik.
Moreover, there is obvious potential for more intensive harvests in the future. Had half of Mr.
Nilitakwas’s nests been harvested in 2002, he would have earned K 3,500 - 4,000 – a very substantial
amount of money in Kubkain. Other nest owners would note the benefits accruing from harvests of this
scale, and would be more apt to join or hone their existing participation.
DISCUSSION
The PRAs demonstrated the appropriateness and promise of a locally based effort to manage
renewable natural resources for the mutual benefit of rural development and conservation.
Encouraging and facilitating development of local strategies to control the use of fire near nesting
habitat will be a major heuristic challenge for SWMI, one in which the economic benefits of nesting
habitat can likely play a key role in creating effective initiatives.
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Locally proposed trials to ‘improve’ habitat in the Senapian and Brugnauwi village domains merit
support and encouragement by SMWI. Even if the results are not as successful as envisaged, they will
provide an excellent learning experience for all concerned. And most importantly, local communities
themselves devise and implement a possibly innovative initiative with minimal outside assistance.
In collaboration with local communities, SWMI is ideally positioned to monitor the impact of
introduced fish species and water hyacinth, and to liaise with national and provincial agencies in the
formation of management initiatives. Water hyacinth in particular directly threatens the food security
and income earning ability of local communities.
Results of the initial PRAs and the March 2002 egg harvest indicate that the benefits already
accruing to crocodiles and local people from egg harvests are sufficient to achieve increases in local
populations of crocodiles while improving local livelihoods.
A substantially larger egg harvest is considered feasible by incorporating the lessons learned from
the March 2002 and prior harvests. The anticipated harvest in March 2003 should elicit greater support,
simply because nest owners are now more likely to believe that a scheduled and independent (i. e., landbased) harvest will take place. This situation contrasts with that of recent years when increasing
uncertainty surrounded the resumption of aerial counts and harvests. As a result, few landowners
prepared for harvests by protecting and checking nests.
Future annual harvests can probably yield 6,000 – 8,000 or more viable eggs by:
•
•
•
•

•

•

advance confirmation to local communities by the participating crocodile enterprise of plans
to conduct a land-based harvest;
involvement of nesting habitat owners (or their representatives) in every stage of planning
and implementation;
more intensive harvesting at middle Sepik sites where supported by landowners, and
especially where relatively few nests were harvested in 2002;
expansion of harvests to other communities in the middle and upper Sepik regions, and as
recommended by Solmu (2002), to villages downriver from Ambunti in the Chambri Lakes
area. Crocodile population monitoring and egg harvests were previously conducted there, and
pressing need exists to rehabilitate and conserve C . porosus nesting habitat for rural
development;
substantially higher prices for viable eggs, made possible by 1) the greater scale of economy
and more efficient logistics from doubling the March 2002 harvest, 2) increased production
efficiency at the participating commercial enterprise, and 3) pro rata investment in
commercial returns from future harvests, generated by enhanced conservation of crocodile
nests and nesting habitat; and
dependent upon resumption of aerial nest counts, co-conduct of egg harvests with counts in
particularly remote areas where land-based harvesting is impractical or expensive, and to
deliver economic benefits to the most impoverished and isolated communities in the region.

Successful management programmes in the Northern Territory (Australia), and Florida and
Louisiana in the USA have demonstrated the resilience of crocodilian populations to egg harvests at
higher to much higher intensities than previously conducted in the middle Sepik , including March 2002
(Webb 2000, Rice et al. 1999; R. Elsey, pers. comm.). Egg harvest components of these programmes
are providing a strong economic incentive to conserve crocodile populations and habitat. An overview
of Sepik egg harvests and habitat since introduction in 1985 shows that survey sites with highest
increases in nesting and least incidence of habitat degradation correspond to the same sites where egg
harvests have been most intensively conducted (i. e., Nebgyoibag [Kubkain village], Ningyum [Swagap
village], Kamiemu [Bagu]; DEC, unpubl. data).
Such incentives to conserve nesting habitat dovetail with the overarching aim of habitat
conservation. Achievement in the socio-cultural and political setting of the Middle Sepik may well rest
with ability of crocodiles and other wetland resources to outcompete alternative forms of land use (see
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